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Motivation

Topologically complex and highly-detailed 
objects hard to model in traditional CAD 
systems
Sculpting tools shown to be useful in medical 
applications



Prior Work

Sculpting metaphor for surface-based 
geometric design studied extensively, but 
concept of sculpting volumetric objects was 
recent
Galyean and Hughes

2D painting metaphor
Numerically Controlled (NC) Milling Machine

Extrusion cut volume based on attributes of 
rendered image or NC paths



Summary 1

Employs a ray-casting algorithm for rendering
Uses localized ray casting for real-time 
interaction
Good for first-pass model designs or for 
applications where model precision isn’t too 
important
Suitable for manipulating sampled and 
simulated data sets



Summary 2

Pros
No need for mathematical knowledge of surface 
modeling using CAGD techniques or solid modeling
Models are free-formed and can be topologically 
complex
Designers can rotate objects to see all sides
No aliasing

Con
Lacks precision required for accurate product 
manufacturing



Object Representation

Employs volume graphics approach
Volume raster grid evenly spaced on each axis
World coordinates for scene plus local 
coordinates for each volume

Conversion matrices stored within each volume
Advantages

Able to store view-independent model and attributes
Suitable for representing 3D sampled data
Supports visualization of internal structures
Lends self to block ops. and consecutive modeling



Reconstruction Process
Piecewise reconstruction with trilinear interpolation 
function over the eight neighboring grid points

Better reconstruction could be had with a larger 
interpolation neighborhood and a higher-order 
interpolation function



User Interaction

1. User loads in initial volume data
2. User positions and orients object to desired 

view
3. System projects 3D object onto 2D image 

from selected view

4. User moves 3D tool to desired region or 
draws desired removal

5. System performs action locally

Repeat steps 4 and 5.



Carving 1

The process of taking a pre-existing tool to chip 
or chisel the object bit by bit
Tools pre-generated using volume-sampling 
technique and stored in volume raster of 
20x20x20 resolution

Operations like with any
other represented volume

Essentially, a boolean
subtraction is performed



Carving 2

2D position mapped onto 3D position using

Carving tool volume “subtracted” from object 
volume

A B



Sawing 1

The process of removing a whole chunk of 
material at a time
Can use any circle, polygon, or Bezier curve
Filtering needed to prevent aliasing in this



Sawing 2

Splatting
Density of each point of
tool splatted in 3D space to
affected neighboring sample points
Affects region of (2R-1)x(2R-1)x(2R-1)
Splatting of density point (α, β, γ) to its neighboring 
sample grid is formulated as



Sawing 3

h is a hypercone filter
centered at (i, j, k)

Spheric filter support
Weighted with max contribution at center and 
attenuates linearly to zero at distance R

Contribution to points in neighborhood pre-
computed and stored in a look-up table



Rendering 1

Ray casting and compositing approach used to 
render volume-sampled objects represented in 
3D volume raster of voxels
Algorithm utilizes filtered surfaces

Smooth transition enables approximation of ray_dist

If ray near silhouette of object (0 < ray_dist < R)



Rendering 2

When sculpting, only localized ray casting is 
needed

This allows for an interactive rendering speed
If object rotated or translated, entire image 
must be regenerated

Progressive refinement approach: image generated 
in multi-pass fashion by pixel sub-sampling
Low-resolution approach: one-pass algorithm which 
performs image space interpolation, in addition to 
pixel sub-sampling



Results

Metaphor of sculpting a volumetric solid 
found to be intuitive
Ease of use allows even novice users to 
learn the system in minutes
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